Agenda 2024 - Stop Hunger

God's big Plan for a better Future – a free Text by Bertram Eljon Holubek, 2015 a, Cologne
This short text puts God's great plan on the agenda. Until the year of 2024 a (after)
we shall stop hunger in all the world. We Earthlings can do it, at least in principle.
We need to let die out colored and low-quality subhumans. Thus we can overcome
the most important causes of wars and riots, of slavery, exploitation and
economic crises, of unwanted migration and crime. We must learn to find out the
true origin of hunger, and to achieve the power to get rid of them. And we must
not keep to ideologies who are outdated. And this firstly means that we need to
dispose of the wrong thinking of old-time religions, who are indeed devilish evil!
Hunger is really bad, and we should not joke about it. But if a text only occupies with the
dumb Negroes of Africa, then often only the wrong sort of people may read it. Therefore
here also football (soccer) is the topic, and recent scenes from the World Championship
and the Deutsch (German) Premier League are discussed. Made public are also cynical
to funny posters who artfully draw attention to the problems of the world. That is the case
for example regarding this recent poster, from the hazy circles around of the EKD church
– the leading protestant sect of Deutschland (Germany). One of their groups of hunger
relief claims: “There is enough for all!” Do they mean the food that is often just missing in
third world countries? The real origins of hunger are often darkened by the lies of the
clerics. The fact is that our world is terribly overpopulated. And we must put the blame
for this on Christians and Muslims, while more and more low quality humans are born.
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The Main Points

Seriously, is there enough food for all? Help organizations and activists tell us absurd lies about
this! Some help professionals claim that the merchants secretly let food rot, to keep the level of
prices stable. They show us secret food staples on markets. But the truth is that many people die
of hunger because there is just not enough food. There are just many too many people on Earth.
And hunger relief of the churches often only worsens the problems. Hand out more food to the
subhumans and they will need even more, since more food makes them more numerous. This is a
problem especially regarding the coloreds. Many coloreds are brutish and socially incompetent,
they lack self control, putting children into this world who, it is foreseeable, must starve to death.
Many coloreds are possessed like beasts by lewdness, and it's impossible to talk sense into them.
For more than 60 years now UNICEF and other help organizations try to solve those problems, in
vain largely. Their attempts failed more or less. According to a paper of the UNICEF from 2006
still every second child put into this world is a child in need. This means that there is simply not
enough nutrition, drinking water and aid available. Such a child will not develop in a good way.
We must drastically reduce population on a worldwide scale, and especially thwart those coloreds
from reproduction. Coloreds and religious leaders however oppose to this thinking. Some are so
stupid that they claim that the Earth is flat! Others are seduced by the lewdness of their followers.
It is God's religion UTR alone that shows up the way to change all this. We need a new human
species. We need new humans who are able to correctly distinguish the forces of good and evil.

1. Many too Many!
There are just many too many people! What can we do to change this? Regarding
this basic question of our era, not only the big old-time religions like capitulated.
But our culture too comes up with cynical ideas, like that of the “Hunger Games”.
The Hunger Games, we saw them in this
very successful Hollywood film series “The
Tributes of Panem”. We saw a world there in
the aftermath of a Biblical disaster. Now
there are many who have no food. It is clear
to many that the population needs to be
reduced. Well then, now the government
comes up with the mortal hunger games. To
the amusement of the masses some young
tributes (people) are put into a forest, where
they must combat one another until the last
one survives. This plan is driven by the idea
that only the strong and the fit ones survive,
while the subhumans and the rogues cannot
win this fight. This same idea actually rules
the minds of most world leaders, as they
subscribe to economic liberal competition.
But they know not the Forces of Evil...
On a worldwide scale hunger is the biggest problem we Earthlings have. Billions of people don't
have enough to eat. Millions of them starve to death. In some regions again and again hunger
disasters occur. This is especially common in Africa, in regions where those Negroes live. But
also in rich Europe there is still hunger, since paupers drop out of the “social network”. The main
reasons for hunger are easily spotted. Many countries of the Earth are very much overpopulated.
When too many people live in one land, this land cannot feed them properly. In many countries
people reproduced too much over a long period of time. More people need more soil, for their
buildings and their fields, grazing grounds and water supply. As the land is over-exploited it will
die. Forests are put down fast, beasts and plants die out who were created in millions of years.
In many countries of North Africa for decades the level of ground-water keeps dropping.
More and more people just use up more water there. The consequence is that even in
Morocco many groves and fields get dry and die, who were essential to people. Those
who lose their date palms or their grazing grounds must find other ways to earn a living,
or they start to hunger. Much worse is the situation more to the south in Niger. There the
worst Negroes of planet Earth live, who reproduce at the fastest pace. They hunt and
uproot all wild animals. When more and more goats and cattle eat up all the vegetation,
originally rather green land becomes a desert, unable to still catch up the sparse rainfall.
For thousands of years many regions of this planet are overpopulated. Typical for the Sahel zone
and other oriental regions was a fast rise of population especially in those last decades. In Syria
for instance the population doubled in short time, during the Hafiz al-Assad presidency. Older
travel guides praise Syria, and the Lebanon too, as classy multicultural countries; where people of
very different religions and nationalities live together without problems. But in a very short time
the situation worsened dramatically. Apparently without a reason civil wars erupted. Recently the
Islamic Sadists militia IS transformed parts of Syria and Iraq nearly into a hell on Earths. People
get crucified there to the interest of those Muslims – those are games reminding of ancient Rome.
But while Rome was also at the center of high-brow culture, Muslims know nothing of that kind.

Hunger aid granted by the west is one of the most serious causes for the catastrophic development
in many countries of the orient. Cheap truckloads of help goods had the result that many orientals
were spreading out in an unfettered way, since they were having many too many children. There
was just no food nor jobs nor housing for those kids. And when the societal tensions worsened,
and since help stopped to come in, masses of orientals pushed into Turkey and versus Europe.
They are called hunger fugitives, and for the time being they remain peaceful. But this peace is a
treacherous one. We should learn this from history.
War constantly rules in the oriental countries, especially since the days of Mohammed.
This war often is the main topic in western media like CNN. Here they are for real, those
Hunger Games! Young men die there, nobody likes and nobody needs them. In this war
that is without hail (sake, good karma), fought by the IS against the roguish president
Baschar al-Assad, there is no good side. It was the will of God that civilian rebels should
overthrow this dictator to then get rid of Muslim fanatics, just like it was done in Egypt.
Sadly this plan didn't work out in Syria. But that is not the way the media and the public
look at this war. Not only the TV-viewers of planet Earth commonly watch fantastic war
action films and also real-life war reports with interest. There are Forces of Evil too who
enjoy watching this here on Earth. Cosmic evil powers (Greys) are responsible for the
overpopulation. They do this to generate hunger and suffering. They are devils who hide
behind the IS. It is correct that they want to destroy Earth. But since they are halfcrazed zombies they forget about this objective. They just like too much to torture.

2. Human or Subhuman
Nearly all humans have some kinds of feelings for our planet, and for the idea that
we should attempt to save the world and make it become a better place. So how
may this be done? Surely better people are good for better efforts. But as we try to
find out what better people are, opinions are widely different. Most disturbing are
those mendacious religious groups who come up with some utter old nonsensical
lore. They damn those wiser people who turn their backs to this. For a long time
those priests of lies had to rely on subhumans, since only those coloreds of a bad
genetic quality would still deeply fall for their old erroneous eyewash.
Now here we the see Azzo and Jacob. These
are two especially primitive Negroes, as seen
from the outside. In comparison to normal
humans they have especially small brains. We
should assume that they are much less of
value than normal humans, and even Negroes
of good development. That was the case for
Azzo. This subhuman (archetypal human) was
mentally retarded. He hardly spoke, and lived
a very primitive life in the wilderness of Morocco. The Negro Jacob Zuma however made
one kind of career. He is at the moment the elected president of the Republic of South
Africa. That surprises, since Jacob is a rather bad person. He raped Negresses in more
than one case, and also has children from many sex partners. Jacob got to the top of a
political system of injustice. He makes use of his powers to enrich himself and his party
allies, and also to thwart criminal persecution. In theory South Africa is a democracy.
We might expect even from many Negroes that they vote better politicians into office,
and those would be white politicians. But while this doesn't work out we white people
too are to blame. Many good people of the Earth are just mislead by outdated religions.
As for today, world organizations work with those utterly primitive Negroes, when their objective

is to fight against hunger. But how can we educate such people to not reproduce in an unfettered
way? They need to know that their progeny is just not wanted. But even Jacobs predecessor, the
Negro Thabo Mbeki, reacted to any criticism regarding himself or other Negroes with the harsh
accusation of white racism. Thabo allegedly was an AIDS-denialist, one who failed to believe
that a virus causes this disease. Today Thabo is chairman and leading member of groups like the
UNECA, that controls the distribution of aid money in all of Africa. Some years ago every year
approximately 20.000 million US-$ vanished from those funds. Today this sum is 60.000 million
US-$. That means that for clever UN-rogues it may greatly pay off to make friends with Thabo.
If we want to fight hunger more effectively, we need to research into it's origins. The central and
easily cognizable origin is that in many countries people are too fertile. A land that could nourish
well a few people gradually dies from a population that became too numerous. Here the quality of
humans is pivotal! Better white people learned in Europe and in the white man's countries to let
their environment thrive including themselves. In comparison with the typical white human, the
typical Negro is definitely a person of a lower quality mind. This shows up from intelligence tests
where Negroes get low grades. More proof comes from the social incompetence Negroes show in
every-day life. The effect of this is that Negroes especially often procreate children who have no
place in this world and who are disliked and not wanted, even by their parents. Negroes don't care
enough for their young ones, who often are barely educable. Negroes have this tendency towards
drugs, and they rape much more frequently than humans. Negroes are just obvious subhumans.
The fact doesn't change this result that some few Negroes show top quality results in sports.
These are (for the common minds) easily recognizable facts. Logical and wise humans would feel
obliged to draw the consequences. We need to take action to stop Negroes and other similarly low
quality humans from reproduction. Such subhumans should die out. That simple recommendation
is given to the humans by the principle of evolution for eons. Again and again, those archetypal
and visibly primitive subhumans like Azzo died out, while better evolved humans reproduced and
developed to higher levels. Social incompetence was in part responsible for this process. Behind
this was also the insight of subhumans that they are just less good and better should not have kids.
Since subhumans could cope less with themselves and their environment, they were overpowered
and pushed aside by genetically better humans in the competition of evolution. It was hunger too,
that always bettered up the quality of humankind. Thus we could conclude that it is a dangerous
error if the human society now tries to stop hunger by way of providing every subhuman with
enough food. Food aid leads to responsibility! Those who feed unfit and underdeveloped humans,
need to see to it that they do not work against evolution by way of procreating unwanted progeny.
In South Africa, the Boers of Nordic descent again and again recognized that the Whites
are just naturally and principally humans of better quality, compared to the Negroes. It
is a simple fact that in some all-white settlements in South Africa there are hardly any
crimes, while it's hardly possible to live in peace among Negroes. But there are liberals,
and adverse and violence-prone persons, who stubbornly resist to this simple truth. As
we try to talk with the voice of reason to them, many react with insults or menaces. For
instances the Negro Jacob Zuma in 2012 sang a Negro song at a gathering of his party
(ANC) saying: Shoot the Boer! Of course behind this is the fact that Christianity, this
traditional religion of South Africa, does not even know the difference between humans
and subhumans. This bad religion fills up many subhumans with bad haughtiness. For
Christians God is a cruel dictator, demanding of them a stupid and absolute obedience.
Many left-winged infidels subconsciously duck too before the menaces of the Christians.
The hope unites many stupids and adverse people that they might live again and much
better after they die. God's new religion UTR but now destroys that erroneous faith.

3. Calling Negroes by their Name
In the days when South Africa was still a white country, life was better for many

Negroes than it is today. After the former terror-chief Nelson Mandela had quasi
liberated the land from the Boers' rule, crime cyphers skyrocketed. From many
townships, where the poorer Negroes are housed, criminal gangs drove away the
police. Many Negroes turn to booze and take drugs, they beat up and rape women.
That is cool for some adverse people, who rally in Europe too for more migrants
and their lifestyles. But these people don't include the devils into their accounts.
Devils can manipulate Negroes especially well, using them for their evil plans.
Not only many Negresses become the
victims of crime in South Africa, and in
comparable countries. Also in 1999 the
good looking white lady Charlene Smith
was raped in South Africa. She later described in the internet what had happened, but it
was not possible for her to call the perpetrator a Negro – that word is taboo. The felon,
who hurt Charlene with a knife too, was of “not very dark skin, the pale tones of a
Xhosa”. Those who try to “kill” the word Negro secretly help to cover those very typical
felons. That is the case regarding some liberals, who intend to protect the Negroes. If it
would become known how bad these people really are, more persecution would ensue.
This is just the point where some people surely get annoyed. Here race becomes a topic, and that
is what they strictly reject. They cite teachings like this one of the Brit Robert Miles from 1935:
Race is a word that belongs into the garbage bin of analytical useless denominations.
That is my retranslation from the German book “Racism” by sociologist Karin Priester (Priest).
Just this name gives us a hint that there is something wrong with Frau Priester. Only on first view
such pseudo-scientists argue logically and honest. The truth is that they were stamped and refined
according to the Christian-oriental religion, saying that the Jewish people and oriental humans are
the types chosen by God. Frau Priester was born in 1941, so she has been broken early in her life.
Such people only can chew up again their old-time beliefs. The urn of ashes is where such people
have their place of rest, and we may add the ashes of their old-time books – since those old-time
books often veil the truth using bizarre and hard to interpret verbiage like “analytically useless”.
The verb “analytical” sounds like false Jewish Science anyway. Adolf Hitler the Austrian too was
stamped by that lore. That means that Hitler didn't really and rationally believe in God, just like
the Austrian Jew Sigmund Freud. The consequence was that Hitler regarded humans as either
gods or devils. Typical for those Nazis was, just like for the fascists of ancient Rome, a mixture
of egoistic megalomania and fatalism. In the end they submitted to the drive to deliver their own
people into destruction. Behind this drive we find the old Romanic and left-winged frenzy versus
the Deutsche (Germans). At the origin of this drive is a covered-up fact: The Deutsche people are
truly the chosen people of God. That too made the Deutsche, at the side of the Jews, become big
historical losers.
Many experts who are fooled by Jewish Science momentarily hold on to the lore that race science
is in general not acceptable, since it is incorrect. They argue with “politically correct” prejudices
in mind. The consequence is pseudo-logical pseudology and rabulistics (obfuscation with words).
We hear of them the notion that the color of the skin only does depend on a few genes and has no
crucial meaning in life. But neither are they competent nor are they honest. They ignore that there
are many more racial features than just the color of the skin. This leftist-liberal pseudology for
instance fails to explain why races are (or at least were) significantly distributed over our planet;
with the consequence that they formed very homogenous groups. Why are Negroes commonly
seen as the race of Africa? Why are the people of one special race centered on each one of the six
continents, including the two Americas? Why do colored Japanese change to become Nisei, just
because they live in America for a longer time? Why did those few Mongos die out again who in
prehistory settled down in Australia? Old-time science ignores these questions, since only I and
my new religion UTR are able to answer them. God created this planet according to a bad plan

(here) called Berk-OS. Berk-OS demanded the creation of “the Ugly”, the colored races, on continents two to six. Those are doomed and earmarked for extinction, but the chance remains that
they may topple the master race one by way of racial mixture, and thus damage the entire planet.
Berk-OS, that bad operating systems, makes it easier for the Greys to destroy a living planet.
Those Negroes who reproduce too much in their Negro regions of Africa, fast become a
dangerous plague in other places. They stream in hordes into neighboring countries like
Morocco. Wild living Negroes trouble many regions. Therefore the humans catch some
of them and put them into the desert of Sahara. There those miserable subhumans must
die of thirst in a cruel way. Sadly some Negroes however manage to enter into Europe.
There they mostly become social parasites. Many already become rogues at the border,
since they lie without shame and use false passes, claiming to be refugees. Some then
become supremely dangerous terrorists of Islam. The plague of the Negroes has turned
some regions into bandit zones. In France once an uprising happened, and Negroes set
fire to many cars. That is exactly what radical leftists welcome, who regard terror and
chaos as the way to leftist despotism and arbitrariness, a system wherein all political
power becomes theirs. Similar is the thinking of many subhumans, who mainly try to win
sex partners for themselves. God but brings up the better alternative to the nightmares
of the Chaotic and the Ugly. Only humans with better genes should reproduce, to then
better up the entire world. God wants humanity to transform their planet into a paradise.
But that is beyond acceptance for many blinded or bad believers. They rather believe
that Earth is doomed anyway, while they will go to heaven after doomsday. Left-winged
pseudo-scientists too at times respond to the inner devil, telling them such kind of stuff.
If we manage to correctly identify these problems, then we also need to consequently work them
away. Well, we must ban Negroes effectively from reproduction and spreading using measures of
politics and administration. It should be a political question then, how many human rights those
subhumans should have, and how consequently we are willing and able to act, to put a politics of
race and settlement into action. We encounter political problems here, and we meet resistance that
we should call surprising and unexplainable. Not only these subhumans come on with resistance
against such a sane new politics. But many Whites too harshly resist to even perceive and discuss
these problems. That mysterious phenomenon for many years made the problems get ever worse.
In political and scientific panels it was common for a long time to not call Negroes by
their name. But they were called Africans (German: Afrikaner). That term is incorrect,
since it also covers Whites and other coloreds. Also Blacks doesn't fit to the facts, since
some Negroes are of rather pale skin. This code of language was put into action by the
panels of the so-called United Nations (UN). That is actually a supranational institution
that is dominated and blockaded by rogues from many nations. Once upon a time some
UN officials claimed that the distinction of races is not suitable since some Negroes were
better humans than some Whites. But from the perspective of the religion UTR I can say
for sure that there are devils who mislead the world with a handful of excellent Negroes.
There are the Greys, who intend to kill us all, with the help of the Berk-OS trick. That is
just what the Bible says too in it's final book. At the UN people tried dishonorable tricks
to prevent the question of the Negroes from being put on the political agenda. The fact
is that in some panels of the UN, fanatical and egoistic leftist freaks form a majority.
Many rogues profit a lot from the delusion of the UN. In some cases the consequence is
that Negroes use food relief money to buy themselves firearms and luxury cars. Many
help organizations too just earn their salaries with the misery of the poor. And many
economic liberals secretly deem that the misery of the poor brings in more profit for
them. Only people who are threatened by hunger are ready for hard-style exploitation.
So, for decades world politics was just not able to identify the real problems of the poor countries.
Instead they often did as if those Negroes were just humans like others. This had bad side-effects.

The result was that Negroes were asked to participate and succeed
in worldwide competition. Often they were prodded to want more
“growth”, since that was supposed to solve their problems. But a
stronger growth of the headcount of Negroes has the opposite
effect, it only leads to more misery and hunger. While we are still
unable to even identify the Negro question (and also mark the
unsurpassable weaknesses of the other colored races), sadly we are
rather powerless in our fight against hunger. The problem is too
that not only African Negroes but also Mongos from East Asia
and many other coloreds bring the UN to the brink of bankruptcy,
endangering all the world. They just reproduce beyond the limits
of common mental sanity. Only the help of UTR allows us lately
to realize the secret strategy of the half-crazed cosmic Greys, that
we meet again and again: For instance the Greys constantly try to promote people with names
like “Sam” to top positions. With the help of just a few key figures under their control the Greys
also rally politically, mainly for “growth”. But just that is unwanted in the Africa of the Negroes.
As we really try to overcome hunger and other problems in our world, let us no longer
practically cover up these problem's real origins, with the help of misleading language
taboos, that verbicide. Those old-time religions didn't even know the names of the evil
Greys that were goading them, out of the dark of night. The new religion UTR only is
able to correctly answer the Negro question and to name the real culprits. Neither those
Negroes are to blame nor white racists, but Greys like Ga-Sama are. Clerics mainly resist
to this lore. But as UTR brings up more teachings, who take a stand against very ancient
erroneous religious teachings, the time will come to trust into these teachings too.

4. They don't want a Bite!
It would be very simple to feed all the world in a better way. But for to achieve this
we would need to go the way of the Deity of Nature. It's just obvious that only with
the help of Mother Nature it's possible to let the Earth thrive. But those who rather
put their trust into heaven are often goaded into biting hard their way through life.
Here's a spectacular scene that comes from the
Football World Championship of 2014 in Brazil.
The colored Latino Suarez just bit his opponent!
With a biting mood those right-winged liberals
of planet Earth often act as they push Negroes
and other coloreds into the teams. Some papers
sport most every day this or that Negro on page
one, claiming that just this one would fit well
into the local football team. Behind this process
we not only find a worldwide gang of oligarchs.
For them mass sports are a means to divert the
minds of the simple minded people from the real problems of the world. But those who
deliberately promote colored people often need to disregard their typical massive shifts
of form, and their bad deeds.
Hunger is bad for people. Due to hunger many people can't develop well. Those who eat healthily
and well will become better people. That is not only proven by medicine, but any human mind
can easily understand this. Most experts of food and diet more or less agree over the kind of food
that is healthy for humankind. They recommend to eat lots of fruits, and protein and vegetables;
but to rather stay away from fatty food and stimulants (like brandy, coffee and tobacco). But for

many miserable people it's a scorn when they must hear that many rich people are involuntarily
overweight. Even many workers can't get enough food for a decent nutrition, no matter how hard
they struggle. Hunger makes many paupers become apathetic and hardly able to start an initiative.
Any more or less reasonable human should easily understand that for him it's most vital in life to
get to good food. People should use their minds and search a lore of nutrition that is worthy. But
that is beyond the mental limits of many people. They were educated with a bad lore of religion
from childhood days on. Not only Indian fakirs are known to prefer fasting and self-mistreatment.
The Spartans for instance believed that staying hungry was a method to strengthen the
spirit of combativeness. They overheard that a sane mind only lives in a sane body. The
good spirit misses out from many darker people (Surtungs) to try and eat healthily. That
problem is due to the Greys who just hold too much influence on them. Even if it would
be possible for them to eat well, they don't care, since a false inner voice leads them on
bad ways. In the origin the Deity who created Earth only intended to create a few white
Titans. The masses of subhumans were the result of the intrusion of the cosmic Greys.
The morbid badness of those zombies shapes many coloreds and makes it impossible for
them to live well. Much more easily than the Whites they are mislead on bad ways.
That lore of theology is not special for the UTR, but it gets well confirmed by the Bible. JewishChristian religion too teaches that there is a Force of the Earth that makes humans become wise.
But this Snake of Eden is called the devil, that is what the Jews believe. Gods are for them the
heavenly powers who instil stupidity into the human minds and who threaten to annihilate Earth.
That can't well be true, in spite of the fact that Christians and Jews mindlessly submit to the latter
powers. The ethics of the Bible is evil from page one, it misleads Bible believers into following
the powers of evil. Consequently those powers were leading their believers into starvation, with
Jesus and his treacherously false teachings. Yeah, it is simply not true what Jesus used to teach,
that thou shalt not care for tomorrow – since birds also don't sow and reap, and while the world is
doomed anyway and allegedly will go under soon. Christian religion is hostile to it's own planet.
It is a religion designed by Surtungs for other Surtungs.
The religion of the Bible starts in the book of Genesis with a lore of good nutrition. In the
fruitful garden of Eden, the Snake of the Earth addresses Eva the first woman. Ewa tells
Eva to eat the good fruits and to try and win wisdom. But a wrathful power devilizes the
snake, and drives out those first humans from paradise with bolts. That heavenly power
warned those humans: Those who eat the fruits of Ga-Ewa will die instantly! Later Jesus
taught his followers to consume wine and bread or to fast. Instead of working for the
sake of good food, they should thus prepare for heaven. A flock of deluded people then
was lead by the abomination into the valley of Kidron. There they all had to stay hungry.
Already Moses had done the same with a similar crowd of Jews. With false promises he
had led them into the desert. There they had to suffer from hunger, and secretly they
even became man-eaters. That cannibalism, that I blamed on my page-one poster, is
also the secret message of the ritual performed at the Christian so-called service to God.
Woe, the symbolic consuming of God only reveals the depravity (foulness) of the lore of
the Christians. Only those who overpopulate Earth and have nothing to bite really fall for
the Bible – in the pit. As hunger and insanity grab people and clutch on them they will
turn with more zeal towards their church. Since Surtungs often reproduce in such a bad
manner, God created such false religions. They were designed for to mislead Surtungs
and subhumans onto the ways of errors, ways that would lead to their neutralization.
Is there no better kind of religion? Once there existed the much better religion of the Titans. The
mythical Titan Kronos-Saturn battled for Gaia (Ga-Ewa) versus the hostile sky of the night. In the
Edda, the Holy Scripture of the Nordic, we find a few traces of this.
The mythological world of the Edda also knows this fruitful garden of paradise. There the
goddess Idun (Eden) lives. With her fruits she gives eternal youth to a few superhumans.

We find her again as Audhumla the goddess of autumn. She freed the world of ice. Like
a cow, with her milk she nurtured the first humans. But not everyone is in her favor. The
Edda warns before the dark people (Surtungs) and the comets of the Surt (the southern
Anti-Messiah); before gray giants and otherworldly monsters, and also before a traitor.
That Nordic-Aryan religion sees the powers of Earth and Heaven correctly. One good Goddess
lives here with us, and we are well advised to value highly the good things she brings to us. While
the Semites traditionally challenge the Goddess of Earth, those Nordic-Aryan peoples regarded
her as the power who created them. As the Goddess of Earth she was especially well known, in
the old days, on the island of Rügen (in north-eastern Germany), under the name of Nerthus. The
hail (sake, but not rice wine) that this good Goddess was spending showed up when fields and
villages thrived. The lore of this good Goddess reached India even before the days of the IndoAryans. Both Hinduism and Buddhism in principle teach that people should eat well. Despite of
this there is much hunger in India, since there too the subhumans reproduced too much. Many
dark-skinned “two-minutes-moms” are poor and socially incompetent, since they don't spend
more than two minutes a day for the meal of their family. It's just the time they need to pour water
and instant noodles into a pot. As people are forced to live in misery and poverty, they hardly can
escape from this quagmire by their own efforts. That is called the devil's circle of poverty.
There are the good and the evil powers who influence the humans. Evil powers exert
more power over people who have low-quality genes and who are badly developed. The
good and well developed human may more easily acquire the hail (from German “Heil”,
near in meaning to the English word health, but with a positive spiritual dimension too)
of the Earth Goddess. Unfortunately God has to discard those people of bad race or poor
development, as not eligible for divine support. Many such people are then mislead by a
false religion, since they would not be able to live within in the truth. Again and again an
erroneous religion parted humankind, into those who were chosen and those who were
“thrown”. Often subhumans were explicitly consulted to not eat healthy and well, but to
take in drugs and to fight, so that they may destruct themselves. In a world so replete
with the burdening and dangerous subhumans, that was a way the Goddess chose to
take care that humankind would develop further upwards on the path of evolution.
For many humans the teachings of old-time religions seem to be mysterious and wrong. But with
the help of the new UTR, it is also possible to correctly solve old riddles of religion. Those who
correctly understand the religions of humankind win a better understanding of this world. It
becomes possible for them to recognize God's plan for the salvation and better development of
planet Earth. In theory many people could well see the truth, that the religions of humankind tell
us of a Goddess of Earth that has good plans with them and their planet. But the Earth Goddess
herself warns that she cannot grant her favor to all people. For weaker humans and for colored
subhumans already the knowledge of good may become such a burden that they die from it. Just
that is the reason why the Bible warns Semites before the good fruits of the Goddess, and shoves
them out of the Garden of God. Those evil Greys from space (the gray giants of rime of the Edda)
are just too powerful right now.
The legendary Titans (Teutanen, Deutsche) however remain in the favor of the good
Goddess. The tale of the northern land of the Titans links us to those happy heavenly
planets of the Humanoids. With their help, the Deity intends to transform our planet too
into a good garden. The UTR teaches how this is done: By way of correct food and good
development. With the help of my divine lore the Titanic new humans will become the
helpers and directors of humankind. Our good Titans will know how to overcome hunger
and plight in many countries, because their good inner voice will tell them what they can
do. With the help of a new species of superhumans the Earth Goddess will become so
powerful, that she can hinder unwanted and low-quality humans from reproducing, as if
magic was involved. Most of the coloreds will die out in peace. In just the same way the

Neanderthals and the Hobbits of Flores already died out too.
Versus this lore many Surtungs, adverse people and economic liberals may raise their objection.
They can take a stand in the experiences of the past too. During the Nazi era, a similar lore was
leading Europe and the world into great plight. But the error of the Nazis was not only that they
were fanatical disbelievers who did not really know neither God nor devils, and therefore could
not resist to the evil inner voice. The Nazi era also was the last time before the coming of the
Savior. The Force of Evil tried one last big effort then to push the world into the bad karma. But
now, as I show to the world the way into a better future, we can reliably avoid such times of bad
destiny. Only if the worldwide crisis constantly worsens, since low-quality people and adverse
people continue to reproduce and to expand, then another such period of plight would be due to
come. But right now this world is on a good way. Already the fact that nearly everywhere people
get ever more peaceful, shows that the coming of the Messiah is already a piece of known news.

5. Food Relief obliges!
Hunger is one of the worst problems of humankind. How cruel is it to let children
starve, while they see in TV that rich people live in abundance. In our hands rests
the force to change something. But we must handcuff those who incorrectly use
this force. The campaign AGENDA 2024 – STOP HUNGER can only be a success
as we erect a new world order that installs better governments everywhere.
This poster from Africa was part
of a campaign of the government
of Nigeria against corruption. For
a long time Nigeria was ruled by
the especially corrupt dictator
Sani Abacha. He towered up a big
hoard of money that didn't serve
him when he died in 1998. Only
now, 17 years later in 2015, the
government of Swiss promises to
give back a part of the hoard of
the Abacha clan to Nigeria. But
we must fear that this money will
only be embezzled again by other
oligarchs, and end up as a part of
another hoard, of another oldster
or fraudster. The constant political quagmire is not only Nigeria's problem. But similar is
the situation in many Negro countries. Sadly there are two sides of that problem. Much
help money would have helped Negroes to reproduce some more and to spread into
other countries. Our world just cannot stand this. Only as we correct our thinking and
fight the international Negro plague, then we can send in help that also arrives where it
is needed while not causing collateral damage. But while we can not achieve this, fraud
will win again. That means that the above caption will remain correct. In Africa even
billions of US-$ just get lost, by way of fraud and tax avoidance. Misled aid money even
made Africa so rich that it turned from being a net-debtor into a net-creditor! While
millions of Negroes live in utter poverty, some rich Negro oligarchs speculate at this
world's stock markets with money formerly donated for food and aid. It's a fact too that
brazen Negroes from West Africa constantly try to dupe Whites via the Internet. But that
is no topic on the agenda of the experts, who even beg for help money for this pack.
For those who work for a help organization like the German “Brot für die Welt”, asking people to

donate is part of their daily work. Often just a few helpers work with much effort. They see to it
that one help project after the other receives enough funds. But while most of this work is done
the wrong way, the overall hunger relief just fails to work out. The most basic necessity would be
to replace socially incompetent subhumans with better leadership personnel. And then we should
make sure that the Negroes and coloreds who receive aid stop to reproduce in an out-of-control
way. These subhumans should only have utterly few descendants. It would be easy to get on with
this. For a few dollars we should be able to talk most any Negro into letting himself be sterilized.
That would be easier if he can be sure that in that case he will receive food aid. If that plan would
work out, in many crisis regions of Africa the environment could recover. Those fewer savages
and nomads, who are still common in Africa, would find more food in the wilderness; thus they
would need less food aid. But wild living animals and Negroes alike always reproduce massively
for years, until a drought or a disease takes them down by the millions at nearly the same time. To
fight the Negro plague God created special diseases for the Negroes. The natural dynamics of the
rapacious and their booty also has the consequence that in times of overpopulation more crimes
occur. These are natural mechanisms of population regulation who at the moment help to limit
the Negro plague. Over the past thousands of years the Negro plague self-regulated with the help
of hunger. It won't be easy to raise a new world order that will terminate those old days. Only
when new humans without doubt represent the Force of God, they will be able to achieve this.
As we humans help those subhumans with food aid, we must take care that this does
not lead to a rise in population, with the result that they eat barren their land. In regions
where Negroes live we need an able and courageous leadership elite. So-called Negro
nations should be dissolved. In their stead we should build up shelter regions of the
white countries. An international army should rule and regulate those shelter regions, in
consensus with the Negro peoples. Welcome in Africa are also Negro halfbreed types,
who don't fit into Europe. The new white power government will come to Africa to erect
white homelands there. That will preferably happen in the regions of a higher altitude,
where the climate is more pleasant for the Whites. As we conquer and cultivate new
land we show the power of Mother Nature. Negroes are absolutely not welcome in those
homelands of the whites, since we don't want servants. However if all should remain like
it is in Africa, then more droughts are to be expected. Then in Kenya too Negroes will
continue to reproduce in a massive way, like it commonly happens in the Sahel zone;
who eat up all the vegetation and ruin the land, until millions die of hunger, so that the
land can recover. This will go on and on, as long as new Negro generations are born.
The idea of a white power world is a spontaneous nuisance for many leftists and world
citizens. They should become aware that their mood of resistance is to blame when on a
worldwide scale about 1.000.000.000.000 subhumans permanently suffer from hunger.
Not only the subhumans of Africa starve. Hunger exists in many other countries. Even in white
Russia and the Ukraine good people must hunger, since half-criminal oligarchs and war-lewd
nationalists don't know how to rule well a good land. The Christian clerics are to blame for one
main part of that plight. They give the blessing to rogues too they should condemn. But even in
Deutschländ (Germany) there is still secret hunger. Some parents deliberately neglect their own
children, simply because they are emotionally cold. That is a problem just at a time when kids are
prodded by their parents to take up Christian religion, something many refuse as a parental craze.
Again and again news make it to the papers telling of kids who were heavily mistreated or badly
neglected by their parents. A part of the campaign against hunger must also be to show to Whites
how they can better control themselves. We don't have the new humans in Europe who would be
needed in Africa. In Europe at least the public order sees to it that child abuse will be punished.
This is different again as we look from Whites to Negroes. From the news we know the Nigerian
band Boko Haram, that also receives financing from oriental Islamic radicals and rogues. Those
bandits lately abducted school girls to sexually abuse them. They believe that Islam commands
that these women must obey to them. We must also keep this in mind as young adventurers from

Africa beg for asylum in Europe. Their life may be hard. But with those bad subhumans also their
“unhail” (bad karma, the opposite of hail) comes from Africa to our better part of the world. We
don't want their roguish erroneous faith at our places. That obliges us to take action that Negroes
of such sorts don't find a place to live in Europe or even reproduce here. The false Negro fugitive
must be punished. He shall be put into prison in his homeland. He shall lose all the goods that he
acquired, so that he may not profit from his acts of asylum fraud. But that divine law is sadly not
easily put into action, since some white women too lobby for the subhumans. Some even spread
their legs for Negroes! Only God's new religion can allow them to develop a sane sense of shame.
As the West donates aid against hunger he cannot escape from the responsibility for the
consequences. Food aid obliges, it means that we must act politically and socially. This
starts while we make sure that food relief gets to the hungry, and does not end up on
the Swiss bank accounts of corrupt politicians and company bosses. We need guiding
interventions into the economy. If we abstain from this, then western help goods tend
to get fast into the hands of businessmen and bandits. They may even serve to finance
Islam and international terrorism. We need to destroy those international criminal gangs
who at the moment mainly herd and smuggle Negroes as false fugitives into Europe, to
there turn them into drug dealers or cheap workers. Some radicals are possessed by a
hate against Deutsche (Germans), in the same way those Nazis hated the Jews. Typical
for them is that they strive to exert control over the women, but find that Deutsche step
in their way. Better left-wingers and right-wingers should make the world a place where
the resources are distributed with more fairness. Secretly unscrupulous liberals welcome
hunger, since hunger forces “those without rights” to work ever longer and cheaper. It
cannot be correct that we transfer the misery of the third world countries into western
countries, as we let subhumans migrate. But facing God the West is obliged to use his
powers to make this world become a better place.

6. They can be so silly!
Behind many corrupt people and criminals there simply lurks a roguish religion. It
is typical for rogues that at first they are bad and sly. But especially to bad clerics
it may happen that after some time they become ridiculously silly.
Here we see the Negro Bandar. He
acts up like an Islamic preacher, in
the good Arabian land Saudi Arabia.
There too false fugitives and descendants of subhumans make it to top
positions. That is especially easy in
the perimeter of a religion that
makes people get dumb and temps
them to become rogues. But what
the Negro Bandar recently uttered,
right here, is a silliness that we may
probably expect from Negroes only.
On TV he pointed out that the Earth
should be flat. That may be correct
from the point of view of the Koran;
but verily, it is silliness of a rare sort.
Past events too often teach us that subhumans sometimes seem to talk sense and to act normal,
but only until they lose their minds to favor absolute stupidity. As they acquire political powers
often chaos is the consequence. In many countries of Africa rebellious Negroes, who were pushed

by racists, liberated themselves from a genetically superior white colonial power. Here it is again,
the typical silliness of the coloreds. Often a chaos resulted. The fast rise of criminality cyphers
changed many bearable Negro settlements into slums ruled by bandits. The sheer number of rapes
ascended in Negro South Africa like a rocket into the night sky. A Deutsche Africa-expert, one of
the very few who closely followed the development in Africa over many years, in 2001 wrote his
“African Obituary”. But we can compare this to the fact that in Deutschland at one time the dogs
suddenly got wild. There were many attacks of dogs against humans, and consequently a law was
passed that bigger dogs had to wear a muzzle basket. But in a rather magical way this problem
secretly disappeared. That lets us hope that what became true for dangerous dogs can't be wrong
for dangerous Negroes and other subhumans. Their attacks against white humans will suddenly
stop. That will surely happen sooner while we manage to provide them all with food, and while
we are willing to provide medical aid too, to make sure that in general Negroes stop to reproduce.
Food aid obliges, and consequently we must take over political and social powers. That is too our
way to handle the special hunger-land North Korea, that is also a land of a high level of injustice.
The West needs to use hunger aid as a means to rally for political changes. By way of politics we
must take action to prevent silly subhumans from rising into positions where they are laughably
wrong. But the big question is whether the masters and mistresses who fight against hunger are
also the right people to make those big changes in the world happen. The answer to this question
is a clear no, as we meet Christians. It would be easy to catch those Mongos who form the leading
layer of North Korea and put them before an international court for their crimes. But it is our own
weakness that stops us. Since they hold on to a false and bad religion, western Christians are just
mentally and ethically too weak. They cannot take a stand facing those subhumans, who strive to
lead all the world into the chaos of tyranny, before a traditional ideological background. With the
“winebibber” (drunkard) Jesus as an idol typical Christians can't even free themselves from evil.
As the advertising Christian organization “Brot für die Welt” asks for donations, their posters
again and again are put for free on billboards in Deutschländ. But that what those posters tell us is
hardly accepted by anyone. Either those posters show miserable coloreds, or those who received
help, with the consequence that probably they reproduce some more, against the advice of God.
One such poster that is often used tells us that there is enough (food) for all! That actually sounds
like helpers scorn the hungry, while it is only typical Christian silliness. With silly helpers of that
quality not only Africa gets ruined. But then a dark flood of coloreds and subhumans spills into
Europe, with the consequence that it rips apart our social network. Christians can be that stupid.
They show it when they act as if they were driven by force, and support even very mean traveling
rogues (gypsies), phony asylum seekers and brazen fraudsters. Many Christians are of the opinion
that they act out of charity and do something good. But truly they are stupid like sheep, who step
before the knives of the heavenly Forces of Evil with knowing stupidity and deep-rooted fear.
“Brot für die Welt” is a charitable organization of several Deutsche (German) evangelic
churches. According to their own statements “Brat fodder World” provides help for the
work of church-based and church-free partner groups too. That network supports over
1.300 projects mostly in Africa. The main areas of it's work are to secure the nutrition, to
promote education and health, to strengthen democracy, to respect human rights, the
equality of man and woman, and the preservation of creation. “Brot für die Welt” justifies
all this work with the Christian faith. These people see themselves as Christians.
Well, that is what an advertisement of this help organization tells us, I found it in the internet. It is
now our question whether this help organization also helps to reduce population in those often
terribly overpopulated countries, and whether they strive to cleanse the political leaderships of
subhumans. Christians are often neither able nor willing to do this. Many fail to understand that
there are people who are of low quality, due to their genes, with the consequences that God does
not want them in this world. But also many leftists deem that Negroes can learn anything possible
just by way of “information and education”. As we prove to them that they are wrong, then some
react with a fanatical stubbornness that is typical for Reds. Extremists also use violence then. So

isn't it true that Christians really are not democrats at all, but the very opposite of it? Christians
were for 2000 Christian years bad tyrants who forced the world under the yoke of lies and torture.
They are the minions of the dark forces of the night sky. Saving the planet is not what these guys
really think of, but they are determined to let their menaces to despoil Earth come true. Verily, it
is only a typical lie of the Surtungs, when they purport that they rally for democracy and human
rights; since the Bible demands of them obedience before the principal ideas of evil. So how can
people become so silly that they don't even realize that they are bedeviled by the Forces of Evil,
who scorn all the values they are chattering for? So silly can people be, when they are Christians.
Some people may still justify this whole bunch of lies, just like Jesus always justified fasting and
booze and the end of the world. But the fact that the organization “Brot für die Welt” is – totally
in opposition to the Bible – trying to save the Earth, proves that these people struggle to get to a
distance from the heavenly Forces of Evil. The Greys won't easily allow this. The convoy of the
Christian organizations must expect a big crisis. They would need a reformation. But while they
keep on demanding more and more money for subhumans, they do more bad than good. If we put
a brazen thinking of demands into the heads of the Negroes instead of telling them the hard truth,
then it is to be expected that stupid heads will really believe that the Earth is flat, while Jesus sits
above it on a cloud, with Mohammed and the angels. These are the bad consequences if a human
life was built upon a basis of lies. Those lies then divert good money to the rogues and the social
pests. For those who want to better help the Third World it would be better to see to it that “Brot
für die Welt” does not receive further help funds who get diverted to unwanted growth-projects.
But there is a typical hysterical stubbornness inside of leading Christians, that makes them react
with defiance and fury to admonitions to turn their minds towards reason in religion. The Greys
especially put the fanatical leading layers of such organizations under sexual control. These guys
are really possessed by devils, they do a lot to destroy our creation. That includes Christians who
knowingly support colored rogues and transport them into Europe. As they welcome unlimited
reproduction they often are secretly sexually stimulated and spellbound. At night this lust comes
to them under the likeness of sexual fantasies, to stimulate and to subdue such people. That is a
phenomenon known to some psychologists too, but nobody so far could explain it. And exorcism
according to the tradition of Jesus is not the way to overpower these spirits. Verily, I don't write
these harsh words here to annoy people, but I do this since our reality is that hard. Only new
humans will become really composed and fit, they may be able to escape from this dilemma.
There are not only bad helpers at the help organizations of the churches. “Brot für die Welt” also
helps with unwanted pregnancies. Here women are not forcibly consulted to get that child. Such
protestant aid organizations also for instance support the Negro land Ethiopia, when the task is to
distribute free contraceptives. Well, those who donate to “Brot für die Welt” eventually can do
something good. Good initiatives more often come up in the north of Deutschland than in the
south. From the South-German village Korntal we read that from there with donated money these
radical Christians also financed Bible schools in those lands of the coloreds, for instance in the
East Asian region Sabah. It can't do something good if those Asian Mongos also learn Christian
nonsense besides the Islam. Despite of this it is important what one of the “Brot für die Welt”
consultants, Frau Meys from Dinslaken Deutschland (Germany), tells us about sex education:
»Youngsters often come up with the surprising idea that at the first time of intercourse or
while having oral sex you cannot become pregnant, or that condoms may last forever.«
That ain't just bad nonsense that youngsters eventually distribute via the Internet, or also nasty
freaks under a false ID. We should rather worry about the silliness of even good young Deutsche
teens. Things can get that bad, not only because here in Deutschländ Bible badgers still sneak into
the public schools, preferably under cover at dawn, to there spread their bad nonsense. But these
false bits of information are instilled into the minds of the people by the Greys by way of N-rays.
Only the new human, who is able to dissect this inner evil from his mind, is able to overcome this
silliness. But for typical subhumans that chance just isn't there, due to their inescapable destiny.
So, what we read from Frau Meys from the protestant Church EKD all sounds rather reasonable.

On official pictures she looks smart and blond – too bad that she is obviously overweight. Again
we must ask the question: Why are many people damn silly, silly enough to simply eat too much?
It is typical for Christianity that there are just no answers to such basic questions of life. But if a
child has often seen in church that wine seems to be the food of the gods, while hearing that at a
place called Cana Jesus miraculously worked wine “non limit”, then he hardly will escape from
the temptation to start drinking alcohol even in teen age. And the way youngsters often are, they
may drink more than they can tolerate. But with every glass too much, your good spirit and your
self-discipline are sneaking away. Especially for women the consequence is slavery to addiction.
That means that N-rays will forcibly drive them and put the pressure on them, bring them pains
and shake them, to only stop as they submit to the forcing. Only those who come to know the new
religion UTR will instead learn how it is possible to liberate oneself from this force, step by step.
Since only God's religion UTR tells the truth, only by this way it is possible to reconstruct
a human from the core on. A superior mental development now allows people to learn
many things correctly, for instance how to find and keep to a diet that is really healthy.
Such a new human will learn too what kind of effort for other people pays, and where
he should better not provide help. We must also take refuge to unpopular measures and
stop hunger aid where it leads to unsound growth, or where it ends up in false hands.
Approximately one billion humans suffer from severe hunger! If we don't develop a very
new cleverness and true courage, then that plight won't change.

7. The Cannibal Church
The church always lied, and rarely people blamed it for this. All started with the lie
of the resurrection. In 2015 the Vatican issued a paper that blamed global warming
as the culprit for all the bad things in the world. If they would like to be taken more
seriously, we would have to demand of them more competence.
This manipulated image reveals
the true origin of many plights of
this world. Not only the lies of
some old clerics, but the secret
desires of the ugly women often
made the pope get that popular.
Due to his strong presence in the
media the pope becomes the
center of the emotions of women
who, for God's will, should not
have children. It is true what the
poster says, some people really
love that oldster. Sometimes they
follow him into the nighttime with their lust. And many clerics willfully let themselves be
“laid”, by sexual spirits who give them hot nights. Only a church that foreswears sinful
lust can also overcome it's errors.
When it comes to the Roman Catholic church, right now God cannot rely on them at all regarding
the big objectives of our present time. That was made clear by Pope Franziskus when recently he
gave an interview, during his flight back from the Philippines. There we heard him talk like this:
They should not reproduce »like rabbits«. But contraception remains verboten.
Right now the economic-liberal to left-liberal press pushes the pope into the front position. But
those statements that come out of his mouth often depend on the actual situation he is in, while
reporters continuously question him. In a plane high up in the stratosphere the Earth Goddess has

significantly less power than somewhere else. That means that such an oldster would possibly not
have made such an uncouth and senseless remark during a walk in the park. It is bad though that
millions of humans will die because of these ill thought-out words. It's because now Catholics in
all of the world will interfere into contraception and the disruption of pregnancies, using many
pretexts, but mainly because they hope to gain more power for their church and their lobbies from
an explosion of population. In Roman-Catholic countries full of colored subhumans, for instance
in El Salvador, typical Latino women bear their first child early in life. Rapes and slave trade are
widespread there. A deluge of inferior Brownies is the consequence that spills over the USA. The
danger that today's Latino invasion means for the white countries can't be taken too seriously! But
that is unfortunately just what many Roman-Catholic clerics secretly plan. After a large number
of cases of sexual misconduct made this church go bankrupt in California, they hoped to recover
with the help of the Latino dwarf invasion. A new mafia is supposed to reconquer church territory
that Mexico once lost due to political inability. In all the world Christians try to gain power with
the help of massive reproduction. Alike are the perspectives of Muslims and other religious sects,
who also expect to make more power and money with the help of more subhumans. Some old and
deluded men wage a war against one another, a war that knows no gentleman's rules. Ultimately
they all try to subjugate the world with the backing of their masses of subhumans. But they are
wrong as they think that God is the one who goads them to this. Truly the cosmic devils are the
ones who like to bow their necks and who sometimes even manage to speak from their mouths.
With a new encyclical (message) the Roman Popery pushed all the responsibility for all
kinds of illnesses of this world on global warming. Those oldsters of the Vatican rely in a
surprisingly massive way on Jewish Science, a lore that knows nothing of God and does
not want to learn more. Numerous are the quotations of research work over the scarcity
of water as one origin of poverty. But the main reason for the hunger in this world, that is
overpopulation, is mentioned only once and fleetingly. It is strange and yet significant
that this drastic tissue of lies was warmly welcomed especially by some organizations of
the infidels. We read here the names of Greenpeace, Oxfam, Friends of the Earth; along
the side of several insider circles of the UN and the universities. But it's misleading if one
may think that he should not find behind these groups of supporters the same bad old
faith that the Popery promotes. Since the end of the ice ages the Earth Goddess indeed
constantly warms up the planet Earth. So she really is behind global warming. But it's all
untrue that global warming causes more droughts and environmental catastrophes. Only
where bad quality humans and subhumans negate the spiritual bond that binds them to
Mother Earth, and then willfully or recklessly ruin Nature, only there the climate develops
in a negative way. That is often irrelevant for Christians since they hope for a better life
in heaven. But they are mislead by the tale of resurrection, by just an easily refutable lie.
Jesus allegedly stepped out of his tomb on Easter. Then on his Father's day trip he flew up into
outer space. But on Corpus Christi (aka Happy Carcass) he was back in bread, or more precisely,
he miraculously transformed into that edible paper that is traditionally consumed in church. It's
surely not sure to the church what that all may mean. Just before his resurrection Jesus allegedly
made a short visit in hell, but his body (corpus) became heavenly manna in the end. How is all
that explainable? We didn't expect that the priests of lies could ever explain such fantasies, but
that was the secret of belief. Now, the solution to the riddle can be found with a look at some
other similar fantastic legends. In many myths we find a hero getting carried up by dream vessels,
magic animals or fabulous creatures into the sky. Mythology tells us of many fabulous creatures.
Among them are Pegasus, the Scythian griffins, or recently the Vatican's own bankruptcy vulture.
Garuda and Rock, Simorgh and Sis are such miracle birds too, who were expected to carry dead
heroes and saviors into the blue. And yes, that is exactly the same story that the Bible tells us of
Jesus. Allegedly angels carried dead Jesus into heaven. When Maria Magdalena visited the empty
tomb she allegedly saw these angels. These wondrous creatures knew heaven and also they could
talk. Thus we may compare them with the wondrous birds described by the poet Aristophanes.

The entire myth is stupid and brazen and only was invented years after the death of Jesus, but it
really sounds like a story from heaven. We find that the birds of Aristophanes behaved in a quite
similar way. These wondrous birds allegedly transmitted messages from the gods of heaven down
to humankind, well really? Nope, the fact is that these birds only told people bare-necked lies.
Behind a myth of a wondrous animal there often was a scavenger. Already in very old times some
Egyptians believed that those scavengers, like jackals and vultures, would carry the dead into the
other world. In ancient Arabia therefore the vulture god Nasr was seen as a deity of the dead, and
in ancient Egypt the jackal-god Anubis became the guide of the souls. Indeed some dead persons
physically transformed into a lot of vultures. But those vultures who fly up to heaven with their
bellies full don't really stay up there. The things they were eating too fall back down to the ground
in parts. So if one dead savior should come back to Earth on the festive day of the Happy Meal in
the form of digested rests of a vulture's swill, then he becomes valuable guano, and that turns into
grain, and that is supposed to become bread. The bread of the Christians too is earthly. Any sane
mind can easily come to this conclusion. Now, with the mystery tale of a transformation God tells
this story to the simple minded people, the children and even to the clerics; by way of a parable.
But it needs not be that Jesus first became a vulture, and later turned into droppings, that became
bread. The legend has it that his tomb was emptied. Someone did let his body disappear. Shortly
before his death Jesus and his disciples had experienced hard times. They had been driven away
from Jerusalem, and now they were just a band of hungry loafers and miserable men roaming
through the nearby valley of Kidron. We may well believe that these homeless people in dire
need were eating all kinds of things, for instance also the rests of their dead. The Bible tells us too
of the bad hunger that the 4.000 or more Hebrews had to endure who had ventured with Moses
into the desert. They only could wail of the meat pots of Egypt, and it didn't help when some of
these Jews, with the gold that they still had, made a small statue of the ancient Egyptian bull god
Apis. But then some miracle birds helped, and that is not a cock-and-bull story. Moses received
those very strict laws. Some Biblical tales allow the idea that at that time people were killed for
breaking the laws of Moses. We don't read what subsequently happened. But we may assume that
no hungry Hebrew was willing to hear the true story, when Moses later gave out manna to them,
a wondrous food that allegedly came down from above. The Bible then tells us that on six days
manna would fall down from heaven, but not on the seventh day of Sabbath. I say, the Bible lies!
We should not spend too many words on the old nonsense that the Popery still spreads.
That is the stuff that God uses to lead unteachable oldsters into the off.

8. That Adversary is vincible
Many think that, regarding this world's hunger, we can't really change something.
Negroes remain just the way they are, and we can be glad if they behave and stay
in Africa, else they may transform into a global Negro plague and bring down
other countries. Then we westerners will have African problems too, where the
jobless and the poor often don't receive any help from the government, since
rogues of various sorts traditionally take care that hardly anyone pays taxes, until
governments fail to work. Those people who know God's religion UTR and then
see how bad things become may secretly often fear that those Greys, who attack
us with the energy of dark stars, are simply too strong. But let us not overlook
those many small successes who are secretly won by the Earth Goddess.
Oh yes, here we see one very black and very religious
Negro, the pro-football player Ujah. Some religiously
very outdated Cologne people greeted it with much
sympathy, when he told to the press that prior to an
important match he went to the big black church (the
Dome of Cologne) to pray “for victory and for three

league points”. But his successful time at the club 1. FC Köln (Cologne) suddenly ended,
when in a key match he kicked out his team from the competition with an own-goal.
Swiftly the clever Austrian coach sold him to Bremen, and maybe he will soon be sent to
Troy as a present. Those who know Negroes well know that they may play excellent for
some time, but then may sink into a deep crisis of form, and arrive soon at their career's
end. That is of course due to the work of the dark forces.
It can't well be true what Christians traditionally believe, that Jesus lives on in heaven as a spirit,
to practically rule the Earth from up there, which means that only those may ascend to his place
who used to commit to him during their lifetimes. This nonsense may easily be discarded as
idiotic. But it is hard to endure the attacks of the Greys, who often hit those better young people,
the people the overworked Earth Goddess does care for. If that is your problem, then it may turn
out that you get duped again and again and stand there like an idiot. Those who understand the
wisdom of God from the core on are already regarded as enemies by those cosmic devils. It is our
strategy that more and more people proceed a little with their insight, so that the Greys may never
know exactly whom they should assault with their terrible power. Those Greys live light-years
away and often they don't realize well what is going on here at our place. But they still often
notice the people they have under control, and also those who are liked by the Goddess. Thus we
may explain why some Negroes, during their typical streak of success, can overpower all Whites
with easiness, while genetically well evolved Whites in exposed positions often have typical bad
luck. Here too it plays a central role that our world is much too full. Since the Earth Goddess has
to watch over security issues and so many things during big events, she often allows it that the
Greys power up one Negro and make him popular, instead of causing a disaster. Here the Greys
are typically motivated by the direct situation of competition. It is a real miracle when some
Negroes, who would be dozy and out of ideas in Africa among more Negroes, suddenly develop
an exceptional talent, while they jointly train with some Whites. Such exceptional Negroes then
mislead a majority of disbelievers and deluded people over the fact that Negroes are in general
just inferior. But even those exceptional Negroes, like for instance the musician Michael Jackson,
often show the social incompetence that is typical for Negroes. Just think of this gay ape of him!
Of course magic is involved when the American football egg moves the way one Negro hopes it
would. The Goddess can spend little time for sports, since this world suffers so much from many
plights. She expects that better Whites will not avert the attention of the public with the help of
ball game magic from those problems. Instead it is the task of those better Whites to better up the
world, with a sense for the right time and with courage. UTR has big plans, but where are the first
achievements? Not only would we need a new government for this world. But we also need new
technologies. Only this will allow us to directly interfere into many crisis regions of this world.
With the help of the new anti-gravity flying disks we could transport mountains of help goods
into all regions of the Earth. This future was already foreseen by those cargo cults who once were
liked in the South Sea region. But for the time being the risks linked to this new technology are
just too high. We would have to fear that deluded people fly into outer space to search Jesus, to
only come back as some crazy enemies of Earth. In the abyss of space N-rays come in stronger
than down here, and the farther away humans get away from Earth the fewer powers the Earth
Goddess holds over them. I won't write too much about those technological fantasies, since I am
not really in the position to develop them. And Sofia Ewa only tells me the things I need to know.
More important than my texts is the wisdom of the Goddess of Earth. With my coming she has
grown more powerful. That means that We God are now able to directly communicate with many
people the mentalist way, to support them with divine wisdom. At all periods of time humanity
intensely pondered over the mystery of religion. Many people were and still are incommunicado,
they are beyond reach for God's interior voice. Often an old mother is the problem, who cannot
get over her false beliefs. Only now God can better handle many of these deluded people.
The Power of God establishes as the Realm of God for the hail of the world. That will
have the consequence that many powerful men, who lived easy lives so far and acted

unfairly, need to engage more for the world of the paupers. What can the rich gain as
they hoard and pile up food and money? Their life is short anyway. Instead of for sports
results man should develop interest for successes in the struggle for a better world. The
thinking of the people needs to change, only then those successes will happen. With the
help of UTR good young new humans will be able to free themselves from the drive to
quarrel, from silliness and greed. They will be able to ward off unwanted stimulation and
drives. By this way God will grant better, more free and more comfortable lives even to
the subhumans. Even those who should not and may not have children, according to
God's plan, have the right to live a life that is half-way good. That good divine grant is
but taken away from them by a few clerics, by rich people and by deluded left-wingers,
who step into the way as God now erects the Realm of God for the hail of the world.

9. Well then, guzzle Dirt!
Can't God help some more? Many people who are good on the inside and who
care for Earth are in fact disappointed facing God. For a long time God apparently
did let them be. Instead of learning the truth, they were hearing all kinds of lies,
including the bad Jewish lies who made them become enemies of their Goddess.
God waited a long time for the Savior, that is me. Only now God is strong enough
to reveal the truth to humankind, but also strong enough to more or less protect
them before the potentially deadly attacks with N-rays. However, even the smarter
friends of the Goddess are still in danger of stumbling over lies and mean tricks.
It is hard to believe today
what kind of stuff people
believed in, in the old days.
We hear strange things of
the cleric Gregory of Tours
(outer left side). Just like
many other Christians, lazy
Greg often was plagued by
diseases. Against these he
drank a cocktail that he
had mixed from water and
dirt! Indeed Greg believed
that humus from the tomb
of Saint Martin of Tours
would help him, and this
even seemed to work out.
We must conclude that the
fooleries in the perimeter of
the tomb of Saint Martin of
Tours are among those
historically most renowned.
That is no coincidence, but
we may explain it with the teaching that the belief in Saint Martin is quasi fractally linked
to the belief of the neighboring world of Elves. There another Martin is deemed to be
the local Jesus, the false savior of that planet. That means that it could happen to our
people, who believed in a Saint Martin, that their intuition was misleading them in a very
mean way. Due to these fractal bonds to our sister-planet of Ga-Leta, God has to stop
good people constantly and to mislead them. Only this explains also why the Goddess

had to mislead for such a long time the whole world, with the help of the Bible. The
world of the Elves is more under cosmic pressure than we are, so we need to take care.
So are you hungry until your stomach hurts? Then eat dirt! That was in the end the bad lore that
Gregory of Tours gave Christians on their way. Doubtless such medicinal nonsense reveals the
Forces of Evil who are behind it. It interests and amuses the Greys when they lead humankind
into gruesome errors, with the help of deluded clerics and teachers. So far nobody realized that
they work miracles too for these purposes. Not only can I explain miracles, but I can also explain
how to eat well, something that will allow God to work nicer miracles. The Goddess-Diet of the
UTR can help God to heal people. As a routine God anyway lets many damages disappear who
were caused by bad destiny. A scar may suddenly vanish, and a wart never existed, because God
changed the past. Sometimes medicine finds out about these secrets, but rarely the medics are
able to deal with them. Miracles can in fact explain some absurd teachings of medicine, who are
obvious nonsense and were angrily disputed for a long period of time. For instance miracles loom
behind the obviously stupid method of the German medic Samuel Hahnemann, the one who
invented the lore called homeopathy. This lore would have flunked at every idiot's test, since this
Samuel was of the opinion that medical drugs can transmit a healing power onto mere water! The
problem of this lore was that in some cases it did work out. Those who drank the diluted water of
Samuel would experience genuine miracles. With biting fervor opponents and supporters of that
lore feuded for a long time. Only the UTR can explain why just Samuel happened to put this great
nonsense into our world. His success was, like in other similar cases, due to his Sam-Name.
Typical for Negroes is the belief in drugs. Together with the Negro-music called Reggae
ganja (cannabis) was made popular in white countries too. But behind this lurks a Negroreligion, that teaches that the white race shall self destruct, also by the abuse of drugs.
Drugs make it easier for the devils to damage your head and to work bad miracles.
Today many white medics are the ones who most outspokenly act up against hunger and for the
paupers. Good medics help those women who don't want to have children, and it doesn't matter
what outdated clerics say to this. Many of these are but a little left-winged. They don't understand
miracles, but they believe in the miraculous healing effects of their medical drugs. Seen this way
they are the mentally lesser people, compared to their poor patients. It is typical for many simple
people that they perceive miracles and also basically understand them. Well, only with the help of
UTR the medic may really get mentally fit for his position. And even those who hear and learn a
little about this will grow in their spiritual power. That new medic will become more than just a
specialized learned scholar, he needs to work in accordance with God. He can't afford to further
ignore the astounding finds made by fringe sciences. Miracles work in principle, it may happen
that the sick become healed, that is something that research has already clearly shown. God will
but also expect of the new medic that he does away with life that is unworthy and too much a life
of suffering. To heal and to destroy, both must work out as we attempt to rid this world of plights.
If children cannot be fed one should rather kill them mercifully than let them suffer.
But Christians will object to this, while they remember some stories about miracles. It was seen
as the greatest miracle that Jesus allegedly was able to work food only by way of magic. However
as we scrutinize the Bible we are shocked by the find that many of those miracle stories are just
untrue. The story of the feeding of the 4.000 was even a complete invention. The truth was that a
group of 4.000 hungry early Christian ravers and robbers was butchered by the Romans. Often
out of disappointment over the Bible good believing Christians turned into secret rogues. It
helped them not a lot when they realized, like Gregory of Tours did, that real miracles exist too.
Often there was an evil tendency behind those real miracles. Often a Force of Evil seemed to
delude clerics with the help of miracles, until those would make fools of themselves. Indeed the
Bible was a means too of God to not let clerics get too powerful. The good Earth Goddess took
the side of the real nobles, if those were humans of better genetic quality. Typical clerics were
lowly people, and the Earth Goddess could not influence them enough. That was to the liking of
the Greys, who always try to make worlds get worse, with the help of the clerics. The most

important weapon that the Greys use in this secret war, that is hunger. The more unwanted
children a world has, with no good place for them, the more power the Greys reap. It helped the
Forces of Evil then that some humans had an interest too to let unwanted children be born. They
saw to it that hard times waited for orphans and miserable kids.
In all ages Christians tended towards torture. In the rather Christian era of the Bonner
Republic in West-Deutschland (West-Germany), slave labor and beatings were seen as
being typical in orphanages. It is especially terrible that sadistic educators from churches
gave out those beatings »in the name of the Lord«. Roman-Catholic networks of cronies
saw to it that during those leaden years not only far too many unwanted and racially
inferior children were born, by way of tough state-and-church laws. But clerics and chair
persons also were furious because of the loss of power they had to experience, and they
vented their anger upon helpless kids. Orphans were badly treated in many countries,
and some were forced into prostitution with the consent of their church. The networks of
rogues who still exist in most Roman-Catholic countries are even today hardly vincible.
This problem is especially one of the rich and the economic liberals. With the help of the mass of
unwanted and badly nourished subhumans rich clubs regulate the world the way they like it. That
means that humans of those “cheap nations” must work at such a low cost and so hard that people
in the west cannot compete. This way the workers and the middle class entrepreneurs in Europe
and the USA are stripped of their rights. Righteous Deutsche cannot compete with the firms who,
like a mafia of slave-holders, let cheap workers drudge who have no rights and receive minimal
wages only. The consequence is that many young people with good genes, who could have made
it in life, must loaf on the streets after they finished school. That forces people not rarely to enter
bad ways. For many women that means harsh exploitation and the experience of sexual violence
and cruelty. As more and more people must share the same sphere of life, they are less and less
held back by the drive of self-control from their young days on. That is a natural phenomenon
that researchers remodeled with rats in a laboratory. Those Christian laws against contraception
lead naturally to more cruelty and a loss of social skills. That meets well the expectations of bad
Christians only, who still look forward to a near end of the world. Regarding this the expectations
of many Christians and the heavenly Greys are nearly identical. It is an old tradition that a church
does not get involved into affairs of the word, but regards heaven as it's fantastic playground. But
those teachings of the Christians of heaven are just absurd, they were refuted a long time ago.
In Berlin and elsewhere the radical Christian organization Arche (Ark) is popular, since it
gives out free meals to kids. But many leftist-liberal-Christian media overlook the fact
that in there also rational minded kids are obliged to speak the bizarre Christian prayers.
For this the Ark receives, like similar organizations, some money from public coffers. It
helps fanatical Christians a lot that in Berlin too many disadvantages kids live. Where a
child is welcome and where families function, there such Evangelicals are often disliked.
In other regions too radical clerics resist against contraception, so that more people stay hungry,
who can easily be abused and exploited. For instance we heard from the today economic-liberal
to authoritarian-fascist China, that condoms are hard to get there. That leads China into a pressing
environmental pollution crisis and into a sneaking degradation. But such a policy of “non-limit
growth” fits well into the theories of the typical outdated economic-liberal world leaders. They
urgently demand more and more growth in all the world, and even harsher competition and lower
prices. We heard such talk for instance from the Negro and rapist Jacob Zuma, at the recent G-20
summit of economics. That is the consequence if we include such subhumans into our politically
responsible circles. Instead we need good women who have a heart, and who take care that many
people no longer are mistreated and exploited mercilessly, just because they are many too many.
Finally God will work miracles, with the consequence that subhumans cease to reproduce in the
typical unfettered way, bound to reduce genetic and social standards of the world. God improved
his control over the “mojo”, the spiritual aspect of the libido (sexual energy). In many regions we

regulate down sexual desire. That means that low-quality and bad people won't be able to have as
many children as before. That work is not necessary regarding homosexuals or racially valuable
couples. Already now this divine policy shows successes. Especially Muslim leaders try to cross
and dissect God's plans. With dark hordes of mean Muslims they want to conquer all the world, to
erect a state of sadism, violence and tyranny. We westerners can't well let that happen, can we?
A short time ago the oldster Shiite leader Chamenei called for the installation of an Islamic dating
portal in the Iran. That should make those Iranians procreate more progeny. It is astounding that
some such old clerics understand what the Internet is, even while there is no mention in the Koran
of it. Some Shiites are still the more intelligent guys compared to the common Muslims.
Radical Muslims in Europe are under special care of God, to really prevent them from having
children. In Berlin recently a scandal took place. The cleric Abdel Qader Daoud had molested a
woman. He had come to a couple to work magic with the effect that they would receive the mojo,
so that the woman would get lusty. For hours Abdel recited verses from the Koran. But when that
didn't help he touched that women in between the legs. Before that incident Abdel had subscribed
to the notion of the radicals, that a Muslim has the right to command his woman into the bed. We
must fame this woman for having the courage to put this mean Salafist to criminal persecution.
God teaches humans that firstly by way of healthy nutrition and lifestyle they can remain fit and
sane for nearly all of their lifetime. Then it may happen that they feel a cancer sore, that vanishes
like naturally after a few days and some fresh baths. That will save us from tough, expensive and
often harmful treatments. With UTR we can spend more time on the aid that is really needed and
does something good. New humans will know how to endure their life without seeing a medic,
just by way of keeping fit and staying healthy. God who created humankind is their best medic.
Unfortunately there are too many people in the west who hold on to an unsound lifestyle.
Some rather speed with a car across the landscape instead of doing healthy sports. One
symbol of the sports-car culture was the US-American Paul Walker, known as the idol of
the film series “Fast and Furious”. Walker also cared for the poor, and such people may
get into the focus of secret N-ray attacks. Paul Walker died when his friend Roger Rodas
caused an accident, while he was speeding in a modded-up Porsche. Since Rodas had
been some kind of Latino-Negro halfbreed, many media nearly covered up this case.
By the way, the Goddess-Diet of the UTR teaches that a healthy and lowfat diet at the right time is the best method to lose weight. Already at the
beginning of May I started my summer training, which means that I swim
in the open water of some lake. In winter time, like often, I had become a
little more stout. So I wanted to test what my own diet lore would lead to.
During one month I lost approximately eight kilos, with the effect that my
sports trousers again fit well, who had become a little too tight. Such a
diet makes even a really cold swim enjoyable, as a good effect shows up.
If we really want to let hunger vanish, then we must firstly get over false thinking. Our
good way leads us to spiritual peace with our environment. But since it's foundation the
Christian religion taught people to reject not only Mother Nature but also their bodies as
worldly and bad. Fasting was part of their rites, often they were finding this lusty; they
were addicted to a perversion, the result of the efforts of – without doubt – gruesomely
cruel forces. It was common that those forces would “reward” self-torture with inner
supporting voices or with lusty sensations. That was not a message for the Children of
Light. But by that wicked way God lured the somber people astray, those who should
have no good place in life due to their bad development or their bad genes. Since we
arrived in a better and all-new situation lately, God can dare to tell the truth now to the
world. Stop Hunger – this is definitively a parole that can only come from God himself.
Read more at www.Beljon.de – Bertram Eljon Holubek, Cologne – 07 / 2015

10. Our Brother's Keepers
In theory we good white westerners could stop hunger in all the world in just a few
years. We have enough food. But so far all our costly efforts to help were thwarted
by population growth and ineffective politics. Today the west itself is dangerously
indebted. While their situation gets stressful, paupers in many countries look for a
rogue they can blame. It's a tradition that many people in trouble look to Germany
as this world's favorite culprit. That happens if we fail to be our brother's keepers.
Hunger is already a big problem in the USA, currently this planet's leading super power.
Estimations have it that 50 % of the US citizens receive food aid. Things are much worse
in cities like Detroit where mostly Negroes live. Nobody invests into a city where fences
must be built to keep wild-roaming Negroes away from the streets. As coloreds are bred
and fed they vote colored politicians into office. That was not the way the west was won.
We need to reshape our politics, starting with the old-time religions who mislead us and
make us weak. True religion can bring Whites to the top, where they perform best. And
this religion is what Deutschland (Germany) shall provide now, for the sake of this world.
Based on UTR we can install a “noble government of consensus” in most regions of this
planet. When the paupers must no longer fear to starve they will gladly subscribe to this.
But not only bad coloreds are our big problems.
Typical Reds are driven by a rebel instinct, and
religion was not their favorite subject at college.
Here we see a manipulated image, from recent
protests in Cyprus and Greece against German
chancellor Frau Merkel. Radical leftists drafted
of her the picture of some kind of Nazi vampire.
Then oldsters, who fear to lose the little money
that they have, demanded of her to leave them
alone. This old lady obviously found a bearded
poster of chancellor Merkel on the streets. Most
recently the beard became fashionable again in
Europe, surely due to the winning performance
of this bearded Austrian drag queen Frau Wurst
at the Eurovision Song Contest. And yes, now I
wear a beard too. Well then, since I am destined
to become this world's only King of Kings I can
already foresee the day when Reds will raise similar posters against me – if I should fail to save
this planet from all problems in a few years. Many people sense that Deutschland is this world's
leading nation. For some the consequence is that they blame Germany for all of their troubles. To
counter this we Deutsche (Germans) often duck and act concerned. But while this planet is in dire
need of a more courageous leadership, people also give Deutschland the blame for failing to lead.
Deutschland is indeed to blame – but mainly for not ending the present disastrous era of
hyper-growth and money juggling, that slowly but effectively ruins the European Union
and the USA. Destiny makes many people look out for a better German leadership. But
we Germans can't take the lead while we are internationally and internally so weak, and
so unenlightened. Anglo-American culture and politics effectively dominate this planet. In
most political circles those few Germans need to talk English, but still they are regarded
as odd outsiders if not as secret Nazis. Especially Reds step in the way of Germany. But
also bad religious and ethnic groups make coloreds and dark people reproduce, to make
them intrude into the EU as bad immigrants. With more such bad people Germany could
become a worse nation, maybe a Nazi state again – the enemy that left-wingers expect.

Until today many think that Nazis and blond Nordic people are by nature egoistic and often bad.
However it is often overseen by atheist experts that the German Nazi party was not really a party
of blond Nordic people. Early Nazis were South-Germans and Roman Catholics with strong ties
to the Oriental, who tried in vain to win support in Britain and the North. The Nazis were voted
into office by some Reds too, since they were false leftists who wrongly claimed to be socialists.
Indeed the Nazi movement was organized and financed by a conspiracy. The Thule sect had been
founded by a Turkish esoterical migrant, and Hitler's second man Hess even came from Egypt. It
was the Surtung (Southerner) Joseph Goebbels then, from the Roman stronghold Cologne (Köln),
who challenged the World War II allies to fight a total war versus Deutschland, with the result
that millions of women and children were cruelly killed as their cities were bombarded. We may
compare Goebbels to the Roman tribune Germanicus, who had tried to uproot as many Germanic
as possible, exactly 2.000 years ago. Likewise the Roman-Frankish emperor Charlemagne (Karl)
had killed many Germanic who refused to become Roman-Catholics, most notably in Verden. We
may well say that all those rogues had just been tools of the Greys who tried to destroy Germany.
So guess what some modern Romans try again today? Our food aid is to blame too for the inflow
of bad quality non-European migrants, who are mostly Christians or Muslims by religion. Some
such hostile immigrants soon turn into gangsters, or start a small war to drive out Deutsche from
the houses they want. Muslims take over entire city quarters with the plan to make them become
ethnic oriental zones. Some leftists nevertheless traditionally still lobby for any immigrants, since
they dislike Deutschland in general. Christians have the correct idea that simple colored people
are more open for their old-time lore. And let's not forget the economic liberals and the rich, who
welcome low-quality immigrants as cheap workers. Chancellor Merkel too seems to dream of a
“brave new world”, where the sheepish subhumans keep calm and work for an ever smaller sum
of money. UTR though teaches that there are Greys who massively and secretly attack God. They
can handle well those coloreds, with the consequence that these did bring down many a nation.
But that is still not a problem for those who fall for old-time religions, since they hope that spirits
may reward them in the afterlife, even for acts of terror and self-inflicted torture. Bad religion is
much more dangerous than you can imagine while you don't know the devils who lurk behind it.
Since Deutschland is a powerful member of
the EU, many blame it for recent financial
crisis. It's definitely not easy to understand
financial politics. Many European nations, in
particular Cyprus, Greece, Spain and Portugal,
are so highly indebted that they are effectively
bankrupt. Nobody with a sane mind would
still give Greece a loan and really hope that he
sees this money again some years later. Few
Greeks still pay taxes to the government. But
gangsters, hedge funds and loan sharks still
take a risk in Greece, at astronomical interest
rates and for a short time only. That way these
“locusts” squeeze rests of money and valuable
assets even out of a bankrupt nation. We might imagine those shady guys hustling out of the back
doors of closed banks with big money sacks. Some of that money will secretly finance the actors
then who pose as Nazis, to make sheepish Christians think that Germans are to blame for it all.
Deutschland currently intervenes in many regions of this world. We even donate money
to hungry Negroes that we borrow from rich Negro oligarchs. How can we Deutsche be
so terribly stupid, while we are really a bankrupt nation, with a national debt of over 2
trillion Euros or US-$? When the British prime minister James Cameron recently warned
us that we needed to take action to stop the inflow of false refugees, Chancellor Merkel
committed to the human right of migration. But that can't well apply to the subhumans.
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What will happen in eleven years? Get busy for the Agenda 2024, the draft for a
better future! We can solve the problems of our world! We can make nature and
the environment get well. We can create good jobs. For all this we need a better
sort of humans – that is easy to understand. The Agenda 2024 proposes to the
younger ones: Let's jointly create a humankind version 2.0!

A healthy life is a better life
How can I live a good life instead of feeling bad? How can I avoid to ruin my body, to become a
weakling fast? How can I well control myself and avoid getting bad? Good nutrition and a sane
way of living are essential for all this. That is what all know in principle. But the problem is that
many people often let themselves get soft. They eat bad things and live unhealthily. They cannot
abstain from their miscellaneous addictions and unsound habits. Even while they are young some
start with a life of booze, and that often makes them dumb in short time. Their younger days are
over soon. Then many start to go and see the medics. Aged people often throw in lots of pills, but
many must suffer from substantial pains, while their life gets ever worse. Low-quality medics like
to proscribe lots of medical drugs. Medics of better quality have the better recipes, like this one:
You don't need to take in medication when the problem is only common pains. Often a
walk already helps. Fitness sports, wandering, showers of warm and cold water, all this
also helps. A body that can better adapt to diverse situations of strain, can also better
compensate stress. [German consumer mag “Stiftung Warentest test” 01/2010 p. 88 f.]

Can Alcohol and drugs help?
Many humans counter sleeplessness in a different way. They start to drink alcohol or they take in
drugs. Some welcome it when drugs and alcohol take away their inhibitions and seem to expand
their consciousness. “Booze for beauty really works out”, that is what the press tells us at times.
They mean the effect that people find each others more attractive as they drink more. Then some
will sooner have intercourse. We read things like this [German daily KStA, 18. 11. 2013 p. 27]:
I take drugs to get cozy with my homosexual partner. I feel just like a little child then, and
that doesn't work out without the drug. But some time later I'm on turkey. “For three days
I feel madly bad and swear to myself that I'll never take that stuff again. Every time it
costs me a week of my life.”
Drugs are known to have many nasty by-effects. Also they may come to you mixed with poison
or battery acid, with washing powder or glass splinters. Addicted people still take them in, again
and again. Why can't those people stop? Psychiatrists blame the role-specific behavior of young
men. Those shrinks conclude that drugs make you cold and aggressive. Under the influence of
drugs children are procreated that this world doesn't need. Drug cultures like reggae originate
from bad-luck people. For many drug consumers it is understood that they want and should want
to get away from this. But it is not clear to them how bad their situation can become, when they
only occasionally smoke hashish (cannabis, marijuana). Constantly cases make it to page one of
the papers of one hash smoker who suddenly becomes a criminal. One of these guys was Thomas
S. from K. in Germany. He had killed his cousin Sabine to roast parts of her body in the oven and
then consume them. Later he had himself called the police, since he had no idea left in his mind
of what he had previously done. Into the protocols of the police Thomas explained this:
I had smoked some dope (hashish). When I woke up, the bathtub was full of blood. In
there were the head of Sabine and a pelvis bone.

In that abnormal case we must well conclude that a strange spirit dominated the mind of Thomas
S. That strange entity split the mind of Thomas. Such take-over phenomena are well attested in
those cases of a “multipersonal disturbance”. Then you are gone, like someone else just controls
your brain. Many psychiatrists are at the end of their wits them, some even deny the possibility
that such disturbances may occur. That is also due to the fact that in such cases frequently supernatural phenomena play a role. Even “Catholic institution professionals” can't handle this at all.

How can I want what I really want?
Definitely and in any case it is better to leave drugs alone and to instead lead a healthy life. Many
people heed such good resolutions. But as they are nicely seated at home while it's wet outside,
it's not easy to find the spirit to get up and active. Many can't want to live a healthier life. Why is
this so? Many people have the problem that they stick to a very old religion.
Any Christian knows that clerics cheer to wine and bread as the preferred food of their
religion. Indeed Jesus had been a loafer and “winebibber” (drunkard), who could be glad
if he would at least receive bread and wine. But to prefer bread and wine as your meal is
definitely bad and unsound. Jesus just had no good ideas of fitness, since he seems to
have had the general expectation that this world would go under anyway very soon.
Other bad religions too teach that man will live on after death some other time, and then
will receive a reward even for acts of self-torture and terrorism. That can't well be true.
Apparently often religion is to blame if people cannot find their will to live well. Many religions
are just outdated. If we want to raise a better humankind of tomorrow, then we need to overcome
bad and outdated religious views and traditions. For this we need a new reasonable religion. We
need a religion that teaches humans about the right way to eat. Luckily this new religion is there
for you today! It is God's one and only true religion, the Universal Truth Religion (UTR).
UTR recommends a diet with plenty of protein. That is present in fresh milk and in eggs,
in smoked fish and in nuts. Fresh products like carrots and apples are part of this diet.
Dextrose gives energy for the important daily time in the open, where there is fresh air.
Stimulants like coffee, tea and cigarettes are not good. We also don't need all these ads
for alcohol or other less healthy products, including cars. Instead we could well do more
to promote milk in schools. Let's start and sponsor milk bars and mass sports events.

Anybody gets mentally disturbed!
Did I make myself clear now? The sad truth is however that problems often only start to come up,
as some younger people decide to live reasonable and healthy lives. Suddenly such people may
encounter mental troubles. Reality seems to fall apart as humans come massively under attack.
Those who turn to the medics now with trust in their hearts, often will get under the amplified
influence of evil. No medic really knows what is happening in the head, when one hears voices or
gets a migraine, or when you feel well as you take drugs. Evil forces from heaven are behind this.
According to the new catalog DSM-5 of medicine, nearly everyone can be declared as
being mentally disturbed. By that way the industry of medical drugs earns billions. But
the treatment of mental disturbances with drugs is dangerous or even life-threatening.
Several times those medical drug firms had to suddenly withdraw even especially trusted
medication. Psychiatrist Ms. Nancy A. checked the brains of 200 schizophrenics, to find
out that the more medical drugs had been taken, the more the brain had been shrinking.
What is at the origin of most severe mental disturbances, who may suddenly hit people? And who
can help when neither churches nor hospitals know what to do? The new religion UTR teaches to
rely on the healing power of Mother Nature. The good spirit of Earth now shows to the young and
bright humans how to live healthy lives. This way they can grow up well to become nobles who
are full of the force. Humanity 2.0 will be good and strong enough to really understand the world.
Read more at www.Beljon.de – Bertram Eljon Holubek, Cologne – 12 / 2013

The New Way to Wisdom

This is a short introduction into God's unique Universal Truth Religion (UTR). It is
written for the bright and young with good development perspectives. While most
old-time religions bring up bad lies and fooleries, UTR is honest and facts-based.
God strives to rid this world from evil interference and turn it into a real paradise.

Wisdom is Good for Quality People
Can it be that God exists? Most modern people don't know much about God and fail to
really care. They rather struggle to find a job and a partner, only to learn later that more
wisdom would have served them well. But no priest nor philosopher provided that. Only
UTR puts an end to that old misery, with God's wisdom that excels at all usability tests.
God's wisdom can for example explain that Biblical wisdom legend. We read that God (Hebrew:
Jhwh, Jewish: Yahveh) warned first humans not to eat the fruits of wisdom in the garden of Eden.
But then again, some snake of Eden advised Eva to do so, because this would make them as wise
as gods. This tricky legend reflects the hopes of God, who wants the better humans to evolve and
get wise. But evil star women (Hebrew: Astaroth) interfered into creation. They would make bad
people reproduce, to bring down or subdue quality people. Cosmic devils commonly try to make
all humans stay dumb. To protect people God too officially forbade them to try and get wise. But
as the good snake of Eden, God secretly told the truth to some, that wisdom may serve them well.
Wisdom allows people to part good and bad. Thus they can avoid mistakes and perform
better in life. True wisdom should teach bad people to make way for the bright ones. But
many follow a natural unwise drive to compete. Behind this there is cosmic interference.
Evil aliens mislead good people and power them down, while they power up some bad
people with bad intentions. Wisdom may easily lead many people to the idea that it pays
to be stupid and misbehave. The consequence is that some choose somber ways of life,
while they deny the obvious idea that evil “spirits” exist who goad them onto these ways.
If you get wise enough to realize what is good and what is not, then you also need to be
strong enough to not fail to be good. Only a good “spirit” can give you that mental power.
God reveals now that Sofia Ewa (cosmic: Ga-Jewa) is our good Earth Goddess. She is a
white congera, a super-worm. Created at Anna's star Mirà she traveled to planet Earth
with a betyle (bethel, house of God), now resting deeply below Eden (Aden in Yemen).
Ewa has created all good life on Earth and is mentally connected to all living creatures.
As a good spirit she may bring you wise ideas. At nearby stars however, evil gray Greys
live in dead planets. Evil aliens use N-rays to procreate bad life and to desecrate Earth.
Groups of friendly aliens at distant stars try to help us, but here their powers are limited.
So this is God's wisdom. God must hope that the good people grow up well, to live long lives and
have children. For ancient Nordic-Aryan heathens the good Goddess, called Idun (Eden) or Hebe
(Ewa), was the lady with the food of longevity. The Bible always told lesser people the opposite.
Since they live at the center of Europe, the Deutsche (Germans) are this planet's chosen
people. Here God's efforts to make humans evolve and get wise lead to best results. But
some religious and political groups make dark people (Surtungs) reproduce too much, to
tyrannize and bring down all countries. Reds have natural rebel instincts that make some
reject God too. Oligarchs and market gamblers are often neither willing nor able to save
the Earth from the hyper-growth crisis. Only a massive reduction of low-quality coloreds
and Surtungs can reduce God's workload, with the effect that all crises will be resolved.

Let the Savior set you Free
The Savior, that's me. I made Sofia Ewa get stronger. She tells me secrets nobody ever
knew, I write them up. My texts can save you from losing your hair and your mind with
Jewish science. You may learn to deal with miracles, and step up the ladder of creation.
With UTR you know more. Gaia saves! In the days of the Savior most old-timers are just
outdated. If you realize that God really exists you can explain lots of facts and finds. Big
secrets however are still kept secret by God, often with the help of some deluded Jews.
Most old-time scholars will surely object to this. But they fail to recognize things like the “Gaia
theory”. It's a load of finds who are unexplainable without the assumption of divine interference.
Gaia theorists wonder over things like the movement of planets. While most exoplanets at other
stars circulate wildly, in our Solar System many celestial bodies follow the law of Titius-Bode.
Some unknown mechanism seems to regulate lots of such things, to allow life on Earth to thrive.
The name Gaia (Ga-Ewa) was used by the Titans. Exaggerated tales remind us of their prehistoric
northern wonderland. Few golden-haired Titans lived a happy life in the woods. They kept peace
and needed not work a lot, since Mother Nature provided them with many goods. The legendary
Titan Kronos defended Gaia against the sexual assaults of the night sky, by way of sexual magic.
We may identify the Titans with the German Teutonic. Traces of their cult of “Frau Gaue”
survived into the Christian era. Peasants would bind garbs and flowers to form an idol.
Many ancient statuettes and tales too remind us of old cults of a goddess of fertility. As
Titans mixed with Surtungs and adhered to sky gods of war, they lost their spell of luck.
Most women instinctively know some spell of love, sex and luck. UTR only explains it correctly.
It's natural that you sense other people's minds. Our reality is blunt, and anyone is able to reshape
it with his imagination. Fractal links bind many things so that they cannot change independently.
The congeras use magnetic field-lines. Greys often stimulate creatures with nerve-wrecking heat.
John the Baptist knew how to counter this, teaching hotheads that baptism helps to get rid of sins.
So this is God's best advice too against marital and mental troubles: Go out and take a cool bath.
Since UTR is a meta-religion only, it's possible to still keep to others. But God's wisdom
allows you to better understand old-time religions. Typical prophets were much deluded.
So your main problem is that there is no deity who demands of you those many prayers.
Let the Savior set you free from the lies and torture of the Greys! They made Christians,
who were advised to love their enemies, later take up an abominable culture of torture.
UTR teaches that one needs not fear these menaces that we will live again after death.
There is no heaven in space, and no souls exist that store the info of deceased people.
So how may God help you? It already helps a lot when people realize that God does not demand
of them to follow odd insane commandments or outdated teachings. Sofia Ewa only really favors
some better white people, making good plans. God will enlighten these so that they hear the inner
voice of God. That soft voice of the Earth Goddess or other good inspirations only come rarely.
Often in key situations of a life people get nearer to that. But the Greys constantly interfere. The
night sky often makes people get dizzy and then mean, until a wave of sexual desire follows. The
Greys often apply brutal force as they are found out. With massive attacks they try to break your
will, or they scare you and lead you into temptation and troubles. They jabber any stuff into your
mind, and while they grab and focus your attention they try to bring you harm or bad luck. If you
can't separate good and bad voices then better think for yourself. Keep to what is good and true.
Guided by God's inspiration the good people can learn how to eat and live cool and well.
That will help to avoid diseases. Sofia Ewa works miracles to heal. Personal fitness and
self discipline will stabilize your reality, so that you may live long with your love ones.
You won't escape from being fooled and suffering, but that will help to save the Earth.
Read more at www.Beljon.de – Bertram Eljon Holubek, Cologne – 07 / 2015
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